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Genome browsing ‘for the rest of us’
Software and resources for
visualizing genomic data
Anyone whose sporting prowess has given him the opportunity to
examine X-rays of his own broken bones will know the perverse
fascination that such pictures of one’s ‘physical inner-self’ can
provide. As biochemists, our fascination is less likely to be with our
bones than with our genomes, and this article considers some of
the ways in which we can survey our ‘genetic inner-selves’ on a
desktop computer, in the office or in the home. The article takes
the standpoint that, in addition to any particular genetic ‘bone’
(broken or otherwise) that we may wish to view, we are also
interested in traversing the whole genomic ‘skeleton’. Those of a
squeamish nature, who think that genome browsing should be left
to the scientific equivalent of the surgeon, need read no further.
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user is restricted to the information
provided in these files, and must
rely on that information being
correct and current. The software
is also less well suited to browsing
those large mammalian and other
chromosomes which, because of
unsequenced simple repetitive
regions, are split into several
GenBank ® files.
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Figure 1. Comparison
of genes of the urease
cluster in Ureaplasma

urealyticum (left) and
Helicobacter pylori
(right) using BugView
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comparison program that allows

Figure 2. BugView matrix
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user may transfer to a
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aligned as in Figure 1.
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considered below.
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across the Internet. However, this,

the textbook vertical representation

often very large, GenBank files.

and the initial time it takes to load

reinforces the metaphor of browsing

For individual scientists, the only

the files into computer memory,

a chromosome.

realistic way to browse these is

are perceived by the user as pre-

using the web interfaces provided

dictable preliminaries — an accept-

information in Map Viewer (Figure
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particular genes than to genome
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The experience of using such
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web interfaces to browse genomes
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response each time a user tries to
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pop-up window.
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scroll or zoom. The reason for this

There are currently about
two dozen genomes available for

is that these sites have implemented

In the NCBI Map Viewer5, one is

browsing through the NCBI

their browsing facilities solely in

initially presented with pictorial

Map Viewer.

HTML (the web-page description

representations of the chromosomes

language) so that each change of

of an organism. If one then searches

view involves generation of a new

by name for a particular gene, hits

web page. Such web pages cannot

are ‘marked’ on the chromosome,

be displayed until the necessary

and clicking on a particular ‘hit’

There are only about half as many

bitmap graphic files have been

generates a new view of the gene

genomes available for browsing

transferred across the Internet

within a relatively wide genomic

with Ensembl 6, but those available

from the remote server to the user’s

context. A cartoon representation

are furnished with equally abun-

machine. (Of course, to browse

of the chromosome of interest —

dant linked data, which is presented

genomes in desktop software, one

with the current display range

in a variety of views (MapView,

must transfer much larger data files

indicated — is always in view, and

ContigView, GeneView, etc).
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Figure 3. NCBI Map
Viewer, showing a view of
human chromosome 19
with the insulin-receptor
gene highlighted
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Figure 4. Ensembl

be able to browse the genomes of

Homo sapiens chromosome 19

both organisms being compared,

SyntenyViewer view

and to slide the chromosomes

of human chromosome
19, showing syntenic
regions in different

relative to one another so as to
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criticize the current facilities for
browsing and comparing large mammalian genomes — in our defence,
we would plea that we wish to see
these facilities made even better. We

Initial entry is again from cartoon

In contrast to NCBI’s facility,
an initial text search for the name

organizations implemented genome

of these invokes an enlarged view

of a gene of interest in Ensembl

browsing by serving a succession of

(MapView) containing several fea-

leads to the TextView, not the

HTML pages. First, this provides

tures, including a dense histogram

ContigView. To reach the latter,

consistency to the whole genomic

of genes. If one clicks at a particular

it appears necessary to proceed to

resource, an important prerequisite

position one is transferred to

GeneView and then click within

for ease of use; and second, the low

ContigView, which corresponds

‘Genomic Location’. This can

technical requirement for viewing

roughly to NCBI’s Map Viewer.

be rather irritating, as can the

HTML allows the resources to be as

ContigView shows a set of different

‘bugginess’ of the DHTML pop-

widely accessible as possible. These

views of a gene, from broad chro-

ups when using Mac versions of

are valid arguments, and we accept

mosome context to fine nucleotide

Internet Explorer 5.x.

that any more sophisticated brows-

detail; and these views are in separate horizontal boxes, one below
the other. Compared with NCBI’s

ing facility would need to be an
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Map Viewer, the initial ContigView
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can imagine two reasons that these

chromosomes, and clicking on one

adjunct to current facilities, rather
than a replacement for them.
One approach to providing a

may appear overloaded with infor-

A feature of both the Ensembl and

more sophisticated alternative

mation — in the default view, half

NCBI sites is presentation (albeit

would be to use a Java applet — a

of the information is generally off-

static) of conserved synteny —

small program running within an

screen. However, this approach

groups of genes on a chromosome

HTML page. This need impose

does make users aware of what

that are also grouped in another

only minimal additional demands

features are available, and they

organism. In Ensembl, this is dis-

on the user’s software, and one such

can reclaim ‘screen real estate’ by

played in the SyntenyView shown

applet, RGD Mapview8, on the Rat

collapsing any boxes in which they

in Figure 4. In order to explore

Genome Database site, allows com-

are not interested.

synteny properly, it is necessary to

parison of rat, mouse and human
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chromosomes. An alternative

currently supported only patchily,

approach9 involves scalable vector

and implemented inconsistently,

graphics (SVG). In SVG, informa-

by different web browsers.

tion about objects to be displayed is

Finally, we would emphasize

in the form of simple mathematical

that providing a satisfactory web

descriptions, which occupy much

interface for browsing large

less memory than the bitmap images

genomes does pose both technical

supported by HTML. Resizing

and financial problems. However,

(scaling) or repositioning an object

the effort of overcoming these

only involves changing the values

problems will be worthwhile

of mathematical variables, in con-

if it eventually provides ‘human

trast with generating a new bitmap

genome browsing for the rest of us’.

graphic and transferring it from the
server. Unfortunately, SVG and
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